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ABSTRACT 

Skin diseases are tumors that emerge from the skin. They are because of advancement of unusual cells that 

have capacity to attack or spread to different parts of the body. More noteworthy than 90% of cases are brought on 

by introduction to ultra violet radiation from the sun. Skin growth is the most well-known type of tumor, 

internationally representing no less than 40% of cases. The majority of the skin growth is reparable at beginning 

stages and the early location of skin tumor can possibly diminish mortality and grimness. An automatic early 

detection identifies the malignant growth from other skin diseases. There are numerous techniques to analyze skin 

growth in our proposed method neural network system is used. This paper shows a review of early discovery of skin 

disease and furthermore an execute a programmed neural system innovation to process medicinal pictures. The 

artificial neural network based classification techniques uses image processing and computerized reasoning.In this 

proposed method digital and Dermoscopic images are forwarded to various preprocessing for image enhancement 

the disease influenced area is separated from the ordinary skin is differentiated from the normal skin using 

segmentation technique. With a particular true objective to diminish the confusions of ordering, some particular 

components of dangerous and benevolent melanoma are determined. Such features are extracted using Hog Feature 

Extraction. These are given as contributions to the artificial neural network. In our proposed work, Back proliferation 

neural system is utilized for arrangement reason which groups the given data set into cancerous and non-malignant. 

KEY WORDS: Segmentation, curvelet Transform, Neural networks, Back propagation network, Hog features 

extraction, Melenoma detection. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The skin is a definitive organ of the human body and the important line of burden. This skin layer is secluded 

into Epidermis (outside layer), Dermis (focus layer) and Hypodermis/subcutis (most significant layer). The epidermis 

essentially contains keratinocytes and melanocytes cells, these cells are accountable for our skin pigmentation which 

gives basic protection against sun pillars. They are consistently flowed in the skin along the basal layer at the dermal 

epidermal crossing point as showed up in fig.1. Tumor can be portrayed as a sickness in which there is the wild 

advancement powerfully subtly and Meta quantifiably. Skin tumor can be significantly separated into melanoma and 

non-melanoma. The harmful non melanoma sores are further partitioned into basal cell carcinoma (BCC) and 

Squamous cell carcinoma (SCC). 

It starts from the basal keratinocytes of the epidermis. The most generally recognized case of such malignancy 

is a pink magnificent papule or plaque all sun uncovered skin. Queasy cell carcinoma is second most normal sort 

emerges from the epidermal keratinocytes. The regular case of SCC speaks to a flaky papule, plaque or knob on sun 

uncovered skin. It is found in the range of the body (nose, bring down lip, hands and brow). Notwithstanding BCC, 

SCC can happen on account of cigarette smoking. Dangerous melanoma the third most normal and the main source 

of death is the second sort of skin tumor. Melanoma can happen in numerous organs the most generally recognized 

shape that is found in the basal layer of the epidermis.  

Usually the patches of the darker shading on the skin address pigmented skin injuries and are the consequence 

of extraordinary melanin obsession. Melanoma routinely creates on a near plane inside the epidermis. If then goes into 

the dermis. Accordingly an exact assurance of unsafe melanoma at an early stage inciting to earlier treatment is basic 

to powerful development organization and is an earnest issue for dermatologist.  

  
Figure.1. Benign Cancer image  Figure.2. Malignant Cancer image 
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Background: In the overview numerous calculations have been advanced in the logical survey. Khaled and AI-

Jumaily (2013), proposed a wavelet and curvelet based neural system can be employed to perform skin growth 

determination viably Authors contrasted and a measurable neural system with multilayer perceptron. Curvelet based 

methodology is engaged in this technique. Accuracy is said at the rate of 86.8. 

Abdul Jaleel (2013), has built up an computerized skin growth finding by consolidating computerized picture 

handling and back proliferation neural system, which was produced as a quick classifier model to decrease the 

conclusion time and grouping the harmful and benign. It turns out to be a superior determination strategy then the 

customary biopsy technique. The one of a kind elements of the portioned picture were removed by utilizing GLGM 

method. Accuracy was accounted for as 82%. 

 Kouhei Shimizu and Masaru Tanaka (2015), have done a work four class characterization of skin sores with 

errand disintegration procedure .They have focused no melanocytic Skin lesions. They additionally distinguished 

particular elements viable for the grouping errand including irregularity of color distribution. They have primarily 

centered on texture related features. 

Muhammad Ali Farooq and Rana Hammad Raza (2015), developed Automatic Lesion Detection system 

(ALDS) for skin cancer classification. They have focused towards the improvement of Automatic lesion detection 

system frame work based on probabilistic approach. They approached for varying datasets and comparative analysis. 

They have used watershed segmentation and support vector machine for their work. 

Murthi and Kanimozhi (2016), proposed a method PC supported Melanoma skin growth discovery utilizing 

artificial neural system. They have analyzed Asymmetry, Border, colour Diameter (ABCD). They have for the most 

part centered on background subtraction and edge detection for image division 

Rashi Goel and Saranjeet Singh (2015), skin cancer detection using GLGM matrix Analysis and SVM 

Classifier Proposed work comprises of segmentation, Image enhancement, GLGM extraction and SVM Classifier. In 

the segmentation stage K-means clustering in view of the Colour feature implemented. The Otsu method implemented 

for thresholding. The support vector machine utilized for skin tumor characterization. 

Surya Praba and Priyanka Kumara (2015), Analysis of skin malignancy arrangement using GLGM based on 

feature Extraction in Artificial network proposed work comprises of segmentation, feature extraction feature 

extraction and classification using Neural Network. Feature extraction 2D wavelet transform implemented. For 

classification back propagation method is implemented. 

Xiaoyum Deng (2004), Self-Organizing topological Tree for Skin tumor discovery. Proposed work comprises 

of feature extraction, segmentation and classification. In this proposed work three skin shading recognition detection 

method implemented. For classification self-organizing map method is implemented. 

Pravallika Raj and Geethabai (2015), grouping of Non-melanoma lesions using wavelet and Curvelet based 

texture Analysis .proposed work comprises of Wavelet based texture analysis method for arrangement of non-

melanoma skin sore skin lesion classification. Multi-level Discrete wavelet transform implemented for decompose the 

image. GLGM based feature Extraction implemented. Probabilistic Neural Network implemented for classification.  

Sarika Choudhari and Seema Biday (2014), Artificial Neural Network for Skin disease discovery. Proposed 

work comprises of preprocessing Dull Razor filtering is implemented for noise removal. Threshold segmentation 

technique used for segmentation. GLGM technique implemented for feature extraction. Back propagation network is 

implemented for classification.  

2. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 
When in doubt skin disease is the dangerous sort of malignancy and the majority of the skin tumors are 

treatable at introductory stages if recognize. An arranging framework is a standard approach to aggregate up how far 

a growth has spread this helps individuals from the tumor mind group decide the patient anticipation and in addition 

the best treatment alternative. So a programmed early identification framework is a characterization framework which 

recognizes threatening development from other skin maladies. Toward this path the strategy can be proposed here 

computerized picture preparing method and Back Propagation Neural system by for order reason. 

There are sure special components for skin malignancy locales such elements are extricated utilizing Hog 

feature Extraction strategy utilized. Dermoscopic picture of skin tumor is taken and is subjected to different 

preprocessing and post processing for noise removal and image enhancement. At that point the image can be 

fragmented in light of the region of growing (SRM). 

Broad assortment of classifiers is open and each one of them has its qualities and weaknesses. Classifier 

execution depends altogether on the attributes of the information gathered and there is no particular classifier that 

works top on each and every given issue. Distinctive exploratory tests can in like manner be performed and to find the 

connection between characteristics of data awesome classifier execution profitable information can be isolated from 

pictures and go to a gathering structure for get ready and testing. 

Real focus is to decrease the number of epochs and to increase further classification rates compared with 

conventional methods. In our proposed strategy bouncing to accomplish a directed exactness level of grouping 
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homogeneous parts of skin pictures. In like manner combining with curvelet change a littler and point by point 

portrayal could be redesigned for more exactness. 

 
Figure.3. Over view of the proposed System 

Preprocessing: Images are commonly infected by clamor due to communication error pixel element in the camera 

sensors, because of communication error pixel component in the camera sensors, cracked memory area and timing 

mistake in analog to digital conversion. The images are acquired from such a dermatoscope is called Dermoscopic 

image. These images are then resized into standard pixel estimation of 256 X 256.  

  
Figure.4.Malignant image Figure.5. Input Resize Image 

Post processing: The post processing upgrades the condition of the image. It incorporates methods to tidy up images 

to make them outwardly clearer. In this work histogram equalization calculation utilized. It is a savvy differentiate 

upgrade system which extends the dynamic extent of the image histogram and bringing about general difference 

change.  

Segmentation: Image segmentation is the way of partitioning a digital image into various sections. The contribution 

to a thresholding operation is commonly a grayscale or color image. After segmentation the output is binary image. 

The goal of segmentation is to simplify and/or change the representation of an image into something that is more 

important and less demanding to examine. In this work statistical region growing and merging technique is used. The 

algorithm is utilized to assess the qualities inside a region traverse and assembled in view of the merging criteria. The 

hypothesis of locale consolidating begins at a seed point that is contrasted and with its four neighbor points or pixels.  

  
Figure.6. Segmented image Figure.7. Curvelet Transform 

Image enhancement: Image enhancement is the process to adjust the digital image because of that we get more 

reasonable outcome. In this work curvelet change is used to give more precision image the segmented yield image is 

given as a contribution to image improvement segment. 

Curvelet Transform: In this proposed work fast discrete curvelet transform is used. Curvelet transform is a multiscale 

and multi directional Transform with pointer shaped functions. Four stages of curvelet transform are;  

 Sub band deterioration 

 Smooth partitioning  

 Renormalization 

 Ridgelet Analysis 

Feature extraction: Feature extraction in image processing is a technique of redefining a large set of features of 

reduced dimension. Change of information into an arrangement of components. Procedure of diminishing information 

by measuring certain properties or elements.  

These elements are utilized as a part of a classifier Features are particular properties of info examples that 

assistance in separating between the classifications of information examples. Changing the information into the 

arrangement of components is called feature extraction. In this work HOG feature extraction is implemented. HOG is 
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an edge orientation histograms in light of the orientation of the gradient in localized region that is called cells therefore 

it is easy to express rough shape of the object furthermore, it is robust to variations in geometry and illumination 

changes. Different features extracted includes contrast, mean, skewness, standard deviation, kurtosis, correlation, 

homogeneity. This method is allow useful cancer feature to be extracted without medicine knowledge. 

HOG Algorithm: 

 The color image is changed over to gray scale 

 The luminance gradient is calculated at each pixel 

 To create histogram of gradient orientation in each cell 

 Normalized and Descriptors blocks. 

Neural Network classifier: In this proposed work Back propagation algorithm is utilized. The backward propagation 

of errors or back propagation is a typical strategy for training artificial neural networks and utilized as a part of blend 

with a streamlining technique, such as gradient descent. Back propagation requires a known, desire output for each 

input value with a specific end goal to calculate the misfortune work gradient. The algorithm is decomposed in the 

following four steps: (i) Feed forward computation, (ii) Back propagation to the output layer, (iii) Back propagation 

to hidden layer, (iv) weight updates. 

Classifier is utilized for grouping threatening melanoma from other skin illnesses. In perspective of the 

computational effortlessness Artificial Neural Network based BPN classifier is utilized .The Neural Network classifier 

structure comprises of input layer, hidden layer and output layer. The hidden and output layer adjusts weights value 

based on the error output in classification. The output of network is contrasted with desired output. On the off chance 

that both don't coordinate, and then the error signal is generated. The error is propagated backwards and weights are 

balanced in order to diminish the mistake. During forward pass of the signal, according to the initial weights and 

activation function used, the network gives an output. That output is match with desired output. If both are not same 

and a mistake happens  

Error = Desired output-Actual output. This pattern recognition network consists of 10 input and 10 hidden 

layers and one output. In this proposed work 10 inputs (features) and 100 images are used. 

 
Figure.8. Neural Network Structure 

3. RESULTS 

Performance Evaluation: In this system skin growth pictures were collected from medicinal cores. Noise removed 

by using median filtering. Next filtered images are segmented by SRM method then segmented image noise removed 

with the help of curvelet transform to improve the nature of the image. Feature extraction technique is used is HOG. 

The attained features were given as contributions to a feed forward neural Network which gives an output of 0 or 

1.Zero represent non-cancerous or benign condition and one represent cancerous or malignant condition. 

  
Figure.9. Input Image Figure.10. input Resize image 

 

   
Figure.11. Segmented Image Figure.12. Noise image Figure.13. Curvelet Transformed image 
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Figure.14. Matlab Output 

 

  
Figure.15. Neural Training Figure.16. Performance Curve 

Table.1. Confusion Matrix Table 
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In this figure, the initial two corner to corner cells demonstrate the number and rate of right groupings by the 

trained system. In our proposed network 100 images are taken. 60 images are benign and 40 images are malignant 5 

of the benign biopsies is inaccurately classified as malignant and 4 of the biopsies are incorrectly classified as benign. 

Overall 90.5 % of the predictions are correct and 9.5% are wrong classifications. 

 
Figure.17. New  Refresh  ROC response curve   

4. CONCLUSION 

A Computer supported analysis framework skin disease recognition framework is proposed in this paper. PC 

based skin growth location is more valuable to patients by which can recognize the skin disease without going to clinic 

or without the assistance of a specialist. It spares an lot of time for patients. Malignancy images were gathered and 

they are handled by several image processing methods the harmful locale is isolated from sound skin by the strategy 

for segmentation. The components of the fragmented picture were separated utilizing HOG feature extraction. The 
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diagnosing procedure utilizes digital image processing methods and Artificial neural framework for the order of cancer 

or non-cancerous. 
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